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studies must in Harvard style. All submissions will go through centralized database for classification and
internal administration purposes. However, most research is conducted by using one or more of the following
methods. Diana Deadrick, Old Dominion University. For evaluating the HR performance applied research is
conducted. Linda Isenhour, Eastern Michigan University. It refers to a face-to-face discussion with managers
and other employees to get information on a particular issue. Research in HRM is now a peer-review research
series and publishes literature reviews, new theoretical models, and cutting issues on HRM and OB related
topics. Their reviews will determine if the paper is accepted for publication. With these mathematical
standards, the team may uncover errors while they are still minor. If authors are given an opportunity to revise
their manuscripts, the revision will be due May 1,  Interviews of employees and managers offer research teams
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The Journal of Human Resources Management Research requires payment of the manuscript processing
charges once the manuscript accepted for publication. Criticisms and comments from interviews can help
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commercial sales and distribution of published articles are used to maintain reduced publication fees and
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